

**Teen Future Releases**

**MARCH 2024**
Abike-Iyimide, Faridah – *Where Sleeping Girls Lie*
Akhbari, Parisa – *Just Another Epic Love Poem*
Ancrum, K. - *Icarus*
Baptiste, Bethany – *The Poisons We Drink*
Black, Holly – *The Prisoner’s Throne*
Bright, Anna – *The Hedgewitch of Foxhall*
Carter, Aimee – *Royal Scandal*
Coelho, Joseph – *The Boy Lost in the Maze*
Cole, Olivia – *Ariel Crashes a Train*
De La Cruz, Melissa – *The Encanto’s Daughter*
Ellis, Sami – *Dead Girls Walking*
Eves, Rosalyn – *An Unlikely Proposition*
Fuston, Margie – *The Revenant Games*
Gonzales, Sophie – *The Perfect Guy Doesn’t Exist*
Gratton, Tessa – *Defy the Storm*
Hodge, Rosamund – *What Monstrous Gods*
Ichaso, Chelsea – *The Summer She Went Missing*
Le, Vanessa – *The Last Bloodcarver*
Mabry, Samantha – *Clever Creatures of the Night*
Matson, Morgan - *Promchanted*
McGinnis, Mindy – *Under This Red Rock*
Nash, Abbey Lee – *Breathing Underwater*
Randall, Christen – *The No-Girlfriend Rule*
Rourke-Mooney, Beck – *We Are Mayhem*
Sain, Ginny Myers – *One Last Breath*
Schreiber, Gretchen – *Ellie Haycock Is Totally Normal*
Schumacher, Ashley – *In the Orbit of You*
Shukairy, Ream – *Six Truths and a Lie*
Silvera, Adam – *Infinity Kings*
Van Name, Sarah – *These Bodies Between Us*
Van Wagenen, Maya – *Chronically Dolores*

**APRIL 2024**
Allen Rachael – *Harley Quinn: Redemption*
Blake, Kendare – *Against the Darkness*
Burch, Ciera – *Something Kindred*
Cast, P. C. and Kristin Cast – *Draw Down the Moon*
Edgmon, H. E. – *Merciless Saviors*
Evans, Desiree S. – *The Black Girl Survives in This One*
Jackson, Holly – *The Reappearance of Rachel Price*
Johnston, E. K. – *Pretty Furious*
Khorram, Adib – *The Breakup Lists*
Levithan, David – *Wide Awake Now*
Lin, Judy – *Song of the Six Realms*
Little Badger, Darcie – *Sheine Lende*
Lucier, Makiia - *Dragonfruit*
Lukens, F. T. - *Otherworldly*
Lundy, Trish – *The One That Got Away with Murder*
Mikuta, Zoe Hana – *Off with Their Heads*
Roberts, Lauren – *Powerful: A Powerless Story*
Rochon, Farrah – *Fate Be Changed: A Twisted Tale*
Zhao, Ann – *Dear Wendy*
Zhao, Xiran Jay – *Heavenly Tyrant*

**MAY 2024**
Ahmed, Samira – *This Book Won’t Burn*
Blackwood, Lauren – *The Dangerous Ones*
Dass, Sarah – *It Waits in the Forest*
Donnelly, Jennifer – *Beastly Beauty*
Grimes, Shaunta – *Here I Am*
Hammonds, Jas – *Thirsty: A Novel*
Hesse, Monica – *The Brightwood Code*
Hur, June – *A Crane Among Wolves*
Lauriers, Eva Des – *I Wish You Would*
Reekles, Beth – *Beach Cute*
Sharpe, Tess – *The Girl in Question*
Urban, Diana – *Lying in the Deep*
Williams, Ladarrion – *Blood at the Root*
Wolff, Tracy – *Sweet Nightmare*